[Correlation of neuronal reactions of different regions of the neocortex of the rabbit to conditioned positive and inhibitory stimuli].
The activity of neurones of the visual and sensorimotor areas of the neocortex was simultaneously recorded in rabbits under the action of conditioned, inhibitory stimuli (CS, IS) and at simultaneous presentation of CS and the unconditioned stimulus (US) after trans-switching of the positive and inhibitory conditioned reflexes. Mean time of conjugated reactions of simultaneously recorded pairs of neurons is similar under the action of CS, combined action of CS and US and under IS. During the IS action as compared with CS, the phasic activity of some neurones in different areas increased, and due to this the similarity of reactions also increased; in other pairs of neurones the reactions weakened and the responses similarity decreased. The frequency of the appearance of intervals of the conjugated excitation after CS corresponds to 4.3 Hz; under combined action of CS and US it increases up to 5.9 Hz, and after IS--it decreases to 3.6 Hz. The order of coming into conjugated action of different pairs of neurones changes depending on the signal significance of the stimuli.